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CONSTRUCTION OF A CERTAIN
SUPERHARMONIC MAJORANT
by Paul KOOSIS

1. Introduction.
Let W(x) ^ 1 be continuous for —oo < x < oo, and suppose that

/:™—
In that event, we can form the functions

P)

^),irw»^c),,-^i,
,,c,
j-oo F ~ n
7r

and it is known that as long as W(x) enjoys some mild regularity on R, the
existence, for a > 0, of a finite superharmonic majorant of Fa{z) (on C) is
equivalent to that of a non-zero entire function ^p(z) of exponential type a
making ^(x)W(x) bounded on R (see [1] and [2], Ch. XI, §B.3).
It was shown by Beurling and Malliavin in 1961 (see [3]) that when
either
i) W(x} = \^(x)\ with ^>{z) an entire function of exponential type
or
ii) log W (x) is uniformly Lip 1 on R,
TV (re) already has enough regularity for the equivalence just spoken of to
obtain, and that then (1) is indeed enough to guarantee existence, for each
Key words : Poisson integrals - Superharmonic functions - Superharmonic majorants Multipliers — Multiplier theorems of Beurling and Malliavin.
A.M.S. Classification : 31A05 - 31A10 - 30D15.
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a > 0, of an entire function (p(z) having the enumerated properties. This
statement (whether for case i) or for case ii)) is usually referred to as the
Beurling-Malliavin multiplier theorem, and the entire functions (p{z) whose
existence it asserts are called multipliers (for W{x}).
The two forms of the multiplier theorem are actually equivalent. It
was shown in [4] that the version for case ii) can be deduced from the one for
case i) (see also [2], Ch. X §C.l and [5]). Recently, the reverse implication
has been noted. One has, in fact, the following result ([5]) :
If^(z) is an entire function of exponential type with \^(x)\ ^ 1 on
R and

r°° iog|^)|,
/
"T",——2""——
J_^
1 + X1

<

,
°°

there is, for any £ > 0, an f > 0 denned on R with
F (fW/^l+x^dx < oo,
J —00

\f(xf) - f(x)\ ^ t\x1 - x\ on R and f(x) ^ log |^(rr)| there.
Since the volume containing [5] has not yet appeared (and may be hard to
locate when it does), a proof of this statement is sketched in the appendix
to the present paper.
Either version of the Beurling-Malliavin multiplier theorem can
thus be obtained from the other, and a weakened form of it indeed
implies both versions. The result just quoted shows that it is already
enough to know that for any W(x) > 1 satisfying (1) and the relation
| log W(x') — log W(a;)| ^ i\x' — x\ on R we have a multiplier ^p(z) of exponential type A£, with A a numerical constant independent of W. If that is
true, we can infer the version for case i), and from the latter the one for
case ii) will follow.
As said above, one can ensure existence of a multiplier (p(z) of
exponential type A£ by verifying that Fa(z), given by (2), has a finite
superharmonic majorant when a = A£. One way of doing that is to
use harmonic estimation (as in [1] and in [2], Ch. XI §§C.1-2), but it
seems worthwhile to instead proceed by exhibiting such a superharmonic
majorant. That is what we do in this paper.
I believe that the procedure followed below has some advantages :
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1. It is more constructive than the previous ones. The superharmonic
majorant in question is arrived at by solving a sequence of explicit
functional relations, and from it a multiplier can be obtained in fairly
straightforward fashion.
2. The proof of the multiplier theorem furnished by the following development makes no use of a certain quadratic functional (the energy)
playing an essential role in all the earlier proofs (in [3], [4], [I], [2] and
[5]) despite its apparent irrelevance for the matter under consideration.
(The proof in [5] is based on a result about polynomials established with
the help of that same functional in [6] and in [7], Ch. VIII §B.)
3. A good part of the construction given below can most likely be carried
out in W1 x R as well as in C, after replacing Lemma 2.4 by a suitable
substitute based on a theorem of Sjogren ([15], [16]). This may well be
useful for the study of Lipschitz domains.
Lemma 2.4 is actually the basis for our construction. It is a quantitative version of a theorem given by Beurling and Malliavin in 1967 and used
by them in [9] to study the distribution of the real zeros of an entire function ^(z) of exponential type with f^^og^ ^(^/(l+a 12 ))^ < oo. (See
also [2], Ch.IX §E.2; the result was in fact almost surely known to Beurling

in 1965, see [8].) Our proof of the lemma is like that of the original result
published in 1967, and is a beautiful application of the Ahlfors-Carleman
estimate for harmonic measure.
The theorem from [5] quoted above provided the real motivation for
the following work, and it was also proved with the lemma's help. The
latter may therefore be looked on as the workhorse for this whole subject.
I am grateful to L. Carleson for having pointed out to me a mistake
in equation (58) and the computation leading to it in an earlier version of
this paper, also to D. Drasin and the referee for having noticed some other
errors.

2. Construction of a majorant on R.
We start with a measurable function f(t) ^ 0 defined on R such that
(3)

/.Zf^ 0 0 '
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the generality of the following work is not affected if we also require that
(4)

f(t) ^ rj > 0,

t C M,

for some constant 77, and that property we henceforth assume.
NOTATION. — For y > 0 we write

^)^/:(^.
J(x^ y) is just the ordinary Poisson integral of / for the upper half plane
divided by y. It is clear from (3) and (4) that J ( x , y ) , for each real x, is
a strictly decreasing function of y > 0, tending to oo when y —> 0 and to
zero when y —^ oo.
DEFINITION. — Given p, > 0 and x e IR, Y^{f^ x) is the unique y > 0
for which J(a-, y) = JLA.
Our construction will make systematic use of the function Yp,{f,x).
The behaviour of this object is at first sight not very transparent; it
certainly does not depend linearly or in convex fashion on /. However,
the following properties are obvious :
(6)

Y^f^)^Y^g^x)

(7)

if

f{t) ^ g(t) on M,

Y^x) < Y^f^x) if

A</..

We have in fact
2.1. LEMMA. — VA(/, x) ^ \//VAy^(/, x)

for 0 < A < u.

Proof. — Take y = (^/A) 172 ^/,^) in (5) with 0 < A < /^; the value
of J(x^ y) thus obtained will be > A according to the definition of V^(/, x).
So y must be made yet larger in order to bring J{x^ y ) down to A.
2.2. LEMMA. — If \x' - x\ ^ Y^f, x),

Y^(f, x ' ) > Y^f, x).

Proof. — For y > 0 we have, by (5),

^^si^-^-^-
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In terms of ^ = ( x ' - x ) / y and the variable r = (x' - t ) / y , the infimum on
the right is

infi.-i-2. ^±^_m2. (

reR|

r-z|

V

2

y

2

y

^+2z|4-|^

(see [7], pp. 152-153). Assuming, then, that |^| = \x' - x\/y ^ 1, we have
J{x^y) > ^J(;r,^), so if y = Y^{f,x), J(x^y) > ^/3, and Y^f.x')
must be > Y^(f^x).
1
2.3. COROLLARY. — If 7r

f°°

C/W/(1 + t^dt

^

1, we have

J-oo

y^(/, |a;|) < max(l, |.r|) for ^ ^ 3.

Proof. — The condition on / makes Yi(/, 0) ^ 1. If Y^(f, x) ^ \x\ we
have, putting x ' = 0 in the last lemma,

y3(/,^)<yi(/,o)<i.
Otherwise y3(/,.r) ^ |a;|, so the corollary holds when ^ == 3 and hence for
^ > 3 by (7).
As stated in the introduction, the real basis for our work is the
following result :
1 r°°
2.4. LEMMA. — When / (/(^)/(1 + t^dt ^ 1, we have
7r
J-oo
1 r°° Y^f^x) ,
/I
. 12\ /3"
- /
-———dx ^ - +21og— ./7T 7_oo

1+^2

\2

" T T / V ^

for ^ ^ 3.

Proof. — Consider first the case /^ = 3; the argument there is
essentially that of [9].
In the domain 0 = [z = x + iy, y > Y^(f, x)} the function
u(z) = 3y - y J ( x , y)
is harmonic and > 0; it is also zero on 90 by definition of Y^{f,x). Our
condition on / implies by (7) that Va^O) < Vi(/,0) ^ 1, so % € 0, and
each circle \z\ = r > 1 has on it an arc in 0 intersecting the positive
imaginary axis. For such r, we denote by ^(r) the largest angle ^ < 7T/2
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such that re^ falls on the curve y = Ys(f^ x\ and by TT — ^(r) the smallest
angle ^ > Tr/2 for which re^ has that property. Then the arc
r, = {re^(r) ^ ^ TT - ^(r)}

lies entirely in 0 except for its two endpoints. Given R > 1, we denote by
OR the set of z € 0 lying below the arc TR\ 90 p consists of TR and part
of the curve y = Y^(f^ x).

Fig. 1.
We have u{z) ^ 3R on TR, and ^(^) = 0 on the rest of 90 p. Therefore,
since u(z) = 3 - J(0,1) > 2, we have
(8)

where ujp{

2 ^ 3^o;^(r^,z),
, ) denotes harmonic measure for OR.

For this harmonic measure, we can use the Ahlfors-Carleman estimate
(see [10], p. 102). Writing r0(r) for the length of the arc IV, we can express
the estimate thus :
(9)

^(W) ^ ^+.(l))exp^^^j.

Here, o(l) denotes a quantity tending to zero when the exponential does.
The formula given in [10] has the coefficient 4 on the right; for its refinement
to (8/7r) + o(l) see problem 32 on p. 101 of [2].
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We have 0(r) = 7 1 - — (p(r) — '0(r), so
1
<9(r)

. 1 , <^(r)+^(r)

^

—

"

7T

-r

————7^———,
2
TT

and thence, by (8) and (9),

2 < fV 8' +»(l)).3^f-/''fl+^)±Jw^*y
/
\ A \
TT
/ ry
71

Making R —> ex), this yields

ir^)+^),^

12

TT Jl

TT

7*

The integral on the left is just an expression in polar coordinates of
I f f
dxdy
</J .A-2n{M>i}
^2+-L2 ,,2
/
J^n{\z

'-I!
7r

5

where ^ is a subset of the upper half plane including (perhaps properly)
the complement of 0 therein. We thus surely have
Y3{f

^

^i>i7o
J\x\>l Jo

dxdy

^T^

7r

< log

12

^'

By Corollary 2.3, Y3(/^) < \x\ for .r| > 1, so the denominator in the last
integral is < 2x2, and we get

I/
I/
7r

w^^,^.
W^^.^log12

^|a;|>l
J\x\>l

x

^

TT
TT

Again by Corollary 2.3, Y^{f,x) < 1 for |.r| < 1, so

^1 ^/•i w
w^),
'^ <<, 1.i

7r y_i TT^^ 2

With the previous, this yields

U:W^<1^.
.^^-i-^.
and the lemma is proved for fi = 3.
When

p. > 3, we have Y^{f,x)

^

/ 3 \ i/2
j - j YS^^)

by

Lemma 2.1, and substitution of this relation into the preceding one yields
our conclusion. We are done.
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Remark 1. — With f(t) known only to satisfy (3) and (4), we still
have

/

^

oo

(^(/.^/(l+a' 2 ))^ < oo, and this for every fJ, > 0. Proof of this
-00

statement is by an argument similar to the one just made, with i replaced
by zV3^(/, 0) (which is at least finite). At the end, an appropriate substitute
for Corollary 2.3 (based again on Lemma 2.2) is used.
Remark 2. — We record the numerical estimate
1
12
, +21og— < 3.2.
Z

7T

The functions f(t) considered in this paper satisfy a uniform Lipschitz
condition on R as well as (3) and (4). That implies some additional
properties for the Y^{f,x).
2.5. LEMMA. —If f(t) satisfies (3), (4) and
1 / ( ^ ) - / W I ^ \t'-t\

for^eR,

we have V^(/, x) ^ f{x)/4:p, for ^ ^ 1/2.

Proof. — The Lipschitz property makes f(t)
\t - x\ ^ /(.r)/2, and thence, by (5),
^
f(x) f^2
dr
{ ^ V) ^ —— /
-9-—2
27T J - f ^ / 2 r2 + y2

J„x

=

^

f{x)/2 for

f(x)
ff(x)\
^"^ arctan —— .
Try
\ 2y )

If ^ ^ 1/2 we find, putting y = f(x)/4^ (^ f{x)/2), that
(/(:z')/7n/)arctan(/(a;)/2^) ^ /z, so we must make y ^ f(x)/4:^ in order
to bring J ( x , y) down to [t. The lemma follows by definition of ^(/, x).
DEFINITION. — ^(/, x) is the largest minorant ofy^(/, x) having the
property that
|W,^-W^)| ^ ^\x'-x\ (sic!)
for x ' , x € R.
2.6. LEMMA. — If, for f, satisfying (3) and (4), we have
1/(0-/MI ^ l^'-^l
thenY^f.x) ^Y^(f,x).

fort^GR,
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Proof. — Fix any a-o. In view of (7), we need only consider the
case where Y^(f,xo) ^ Y^(f,xo) is in fact < Y^(f,xo). Then the point
(o'o,y^(/,^o)) lies on a secant of slope 1/2 or —1/2 joining two points
of the curve y = Y^{f,x) and lying below that curve. (The possibility,
conceivable^ of the secant's degeneration to a semi-infinite ray starting from
a point on the curve cannot occur here on account of Remark 1 to Lemma
2.4.) Consider the case where the secant has slope 1/2; treatment of the
other is similar.
We have, then, a < XQ < b with V^(/, b) = V^(/, a) + . (6 - a), and
^j

Wxo) = y^/,a)+J(^o-a).

Taking y = Y^(f,xo), we get, by (7) and (5), J{a,y) ^ ^ i.e.,
1 [°° / ( r + a )

- /
—2——0- dr ^ fji.
TT J_^ r 2 + y2
Thence,

,(,„,„) , 1 r A^),, , ^ 1 r /(r-^,)-/(.-^
7T 7-00

T2 + 2/2

7T 7_^

T2 + 2/2

By hypothesis, the last integral is ^ ({xo — a)/7r) f00^^2 + y2)~ldr =
( x o - a ) / y . But ^/ ^ _(a;o-a), so finally J{xo,y) ^ / 2 + 2 f o r 2 / = V^(/,a;o),
making y^(/,a;o) ^ Y^(f,xo) by definition. Done.
We proceed to our construction, starting with a function F(t) satisfying (4),
m

^.Ci^^l C'")

and
(11)

|F(^)-F(^)| ^ ^ l ^ - ^ l

for^GR.

Choose now and fix once and for all the value
(12)

^ = 123.

According to Lemma 2.4 and Remark 2 to it, we will then have

V:^<l
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for any f satisfying (4) with

1

r f^ ^ < 1

- /
-1——72—
7T J_^ 1 + t2

^

L

Let us put successively

/o(^)=m yoCr)=Wo^);
/i(^) = F(^) + Yo^),

Yz(x) = ^(/i,^);

/^) = F(^) + yn-i^), yn(^) = v^/n, ^);
It is of course necessary to verify that the functions Yn(x) exist; that will
follow if we show by induction that the fn satisfy (3). We in fact have

i r ^< l

(H)

7T 7_oo 1 + X2

2

for each n. For n = 0 this follows from (10) on putting f = fo = F
in (13). But then (3) holds for / = /i = F + YQ, and indeed we have
(l/7r)J^(/i(t)/(l+t 2 ))^ < 1. Therefore Y^x) = Y^(f^x) exists and
(13) implies (14) with n = 1. This reasoning may be repeated indefinitely.
The sequence of functions Yn(x) is increasing. Indeed, /i(t) > fo(t),
so Y^(f-i.x) ^ Y^(fo,x) by (6). In other words, Y^(x) ^ Yo{x), but then
/2(^) ^ fiW^ so again Y^{f^^x) ^ y^(/i,a;). This argument also may be
repeated indefinitely.
These properties ensure the existence of T(.r) = lim Yn{x) and the
n—>oo

finiteness of f°°^(T(x)/{l + .r2))^; it is then easy to verify that

l r m+m

-.l^{x-tY+{T{xW

^^

for each x € R. We are not, however, assured of T's being uniformly Lip 1
on M. For that reason, we modify the preceding construction as follows.
For each n, put
(15)

Yn{x)=Y^x)^

Yn(x) is by definition the largest minorant of Yn(x) for which
\Yn(x') - Yn{x)\ ^ - \x' - x\ on M. Then, since Yn{x) < Yn+i{x), we have
^
Yn(x) < Yn+T_(x),

n= 0,1,2,... .
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Write for the moment
fn^l(t)=F{t)+Yn(t),

^=0,1,2,... ;

then /,+i(t) ^ F(f) +y^) = /n+i(t), so Y^fn^x) ^ Y^f^x) =
Yn+i(x) by (6), and we have
Y^fn^x) <^Yn^(x)

by (15). From (11) and the Lip 1 property of the Y^, we have, for each n,
l/n+l^) - /n+l(^)|

^ \t'-t\,

t^tCR.

Thence, by Lemma 2.6,
^(/n+l^) ^ y^+2(/n+l,^),

so by the above specification of /n+i,
^n+i(.r) ^ y^+2(^+yn,.r),
i.e.,

(ie)

ir-^w±^_,^^2
n

J-^ (x-t^+(Y^(x)^

" "'

for a; e R.

The sequence {Yn(x)} has a limit, being, as we have seen, increasing.
NOTATION. — We write
H(x) = lim Yn(x).
n—>oo

Then we can state the following
2.7. THEOREM. — Let F(t) satisfy (4), (10) and (11). Then the
function H(x) just constructed satisfies
I^Qr')-^)! ^ \\x'-x\^
z^

i y00 H(t) ,

i

.LTT^ 2 '

ff(a;) > F(a;)/(4/,+8),

x^xeR^
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and finally
1

/*°°

J-T(f}
2

^))2^^2

.L^)

for

a;eR

'

where /^ = 123.

Proof. — The first relation holds because each of the Yn(x) has the
same Lip 1 property. The second follows by (14) and monotone convergence,
since Yn(x) ^ Yn(x). For the third relation, we observe that
H{x) ^ Yo{x) = Y^x) ^ Y^(F^x)
by (11) and Lemma 2.6, with then Y^(F, x) ^ F(x)/{^ + 8) by Lemma
2.5.
To obtain the last relation, make n —> oo in (16) and apply Fatou's
lemma. One gets

i r°°

- /

F{t)+H{t)

7——~^9~7~EjT^2 dt ^ ^ + 2 ,

TT J_^ (X - t)2 + (H(x))2

more than what is needed.
NOTATION. — We write henceforth
(17)

a=/^+2.

Note that by (12), this makes
a = 125.

3. The function H(x) and its companion Y(x).
NOTATION. — The function Ya{H,x) is henceforth denoted by Y{x).
We are, in other words, taking Y(x) so as to have

; L (i-qTp^r"=". xeR1 r00

H(t)

According to the last relation furnished by Theorem 2.7, to (7) and to (17),
this makes
(18)

Y{x) ^ H{x).
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At the same time, by the first relation from that theorem and Lemma 2.5,
Y(x) ^ H ( x ) / ^ a . This and the theorem's third relation yield
Y(x) ^ F{x)/16cr2.

(19)

The function Y{x) also enjoys some remarkable smoothness properties.
3.1. LEMMA. — Y(x) is C\ and uniformly Lip 1, with
\Y\X)\ ^ 27T(7,

X C R.

Proof. — Take the function J{x,y) given by (5) with f(t) = H(t)',
Y(x) is then determined by the relation
J{x,Y{x))=^
so Y ' ( x ) exists and
Y'(x)=-J^y)

(20)

Jy(x,y)

with y put equal to y(a-) as long as the denominator on the right is -^ 0.
But for that denominator we have
- ,

,

2 /•°° yH(x - r) ,

^'^-.L^T^'

and for y = Y(x\ the integral on the right, after change of sign, is
1
^

rYW

o (^( ^ /
H(x-r)dr.
27r(Y(x))3 J_Y^

By (18) and the first relation from Theorem 2.7,
H ( x - r ) ^ H(x)-^Y(x) ^ ^Y{x) for |T| ^ Y{x\
so we find that

(21)

Jy(^y) ^ -27r7^)

!OT

y=YW•

The use of (20) is therefore legitimate, and we have, for the numerator
in its right side,
- /
,
2 r°°
(x - t)H{t) ,
Jx {x,y) = -- /
—^—7 v ' dt.
TT J_^ {{x - t)2 + y2)2
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The integral here is in absolute value ^ J ( x , y ) / y , so for y = Y(x),
( 22 )

1^(^)1 ^ ———
I [X)

Our lemma now follows from (20), (21) and (22).
3.2. LEMMA. — Y"{x} exists and is continuous, with
|y^)| ^ 2+4^+64^3
v /1

'

Y{x)

Proof. — Taking the function J(x, y) used in the preceding proof, we
see that the asserted qualitative properties of Y"(x) follow from (20) and
(21).
As to the estimate, (20) yields
(W
\zt6)

V"(^r\
Y
W

—
^xx -J- 9 ^x T
_L ^x 1 \^'f \
- --J- +2-^Jxy-\- -^JyyY (x),
J
y
Jy
Jy

with the partial derivatives of J ( x , y ) evaluated for y = Y(x).
We have
,/
,
1 f°° H(x - r)) ,
J{x,y) = .
dr,
TT J_^ r2 + y2
and, according to the first relation from Theorem 2.7, H ' ( t ) exists a.e., with
(24)

\H\t)\ ^ |

a.e.

The preceding formula can now be differentiated under the integral sign
(that is justified by dominated convergence), and we get

1

(25) j (x v} - r ^-^
(25)

Mx,y) - ,^

^2

1

r ^w

= .y_(,-,)2+^-

Differentiating the second integral with respect to x and then using (24),
we find that

1 7 ( \\ ^

\Jxx(x,y)\ ^

1

r° M^

. 2
2 ,
TT 7_oo (r
+ y2)^22

-

1

=

making
(26)

|^(.,V(.))| < -^.

2
~>^

Try
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By differentiating the second integral in (25) with respect to y and using
(24) we see in like manner that
(27)

\J.yWx))\ < ^^.

Finally, we have

j (x y} - 2 r

Jyy^y) -

Hwdt

^ j_^ ((,_^^

4- 8 r v211^

+ ^ j__ ((,_,)2+,2)3-

When y = Y(x), J ( x , y) = a, so the first integral on the right lies between
0 and -2a/(Y(x))2, and the second between 0 and 8a/(Y(x))2. Thus,
8a
(28)

\Jyy(X^Y{x))\

^

(YW

We now plug (21), (22), (26), (27) and (28) into (23), together with
the inequality furnished by Lemma 3.1. The asserted inequality for IY"^)!
follows, and we are done.
NOTATION. — We henceforth write
7=2+47^ 2 a+647^ 3 a 3 ,

(29)
with a = 125.

In terms of the new constant 7, the result of Lemma 3.2 reads
(30)

1^)1
^ ——
v /1
'
" Y{x)'

We shall see in §4 why it is useful to have a bound inversely proportional
toy(a:)on \Y'\x}\.
We now take the function

w

l
J
^)=''i'^^
TT J_^
(x - t) '^.
+y
2

2

harmonic for y > 0, and look at its behaviour in the domain
^+ = {z=x^iy, y>Y{x)}
and on 9V+.
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With J{x^ y) as in the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have
U(z)=y(a-J(x^y))^
so U{z) > 0 for z € P+, and U(z) = 0 precisely on <9P+, where
J(x^y)=J^Y{x))=a.

Fig. 2.
The boundary 9P+ (where y = Y(x)) is smooth by Lemma 3.1, so
we have at each of its points z a well defined inner normal Uz of unit length
(pointing upwards into P+, see figure 2). At such points z the function
U(z) given by (31) is Coo? and we can speak of the directional derivative
9U{z)/Qnz along riz ; clearly
9U(z)
^ 0.
on.
In the present circumstances, we can say more. The following result
will be crucial in our work.
3.3. THEOREM. — At each z on 9P+, we have
9U(z) ^ ^_
9n.
^ 27T'
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Proof. — Since U(z) = 0 along <9P+, 9U(z)/9n^ is there equal to
the magnitude of grad U. However, by (31),
QU^) ^ ^ _ 1 r°
H(t)dt
^
^ J-oc (x-tY+y^

2 r°°
y^^dt
' 7rj_^ ( ^ - ^ ) 2 + ^ 2 ) 2 -

For y == V(a;), the first two terms on the right cancel each other out (!),
and the third is - Y(x)Jy(x,Y(x)) ^ 1/27T by (21). So the magnitude of
grad U is surely ^ 1/27T on <9P+, where y = Y{x). Done.

4. Construction in the strip - Y{x) <y < Y(x).
NOTATION. — <S == [z = x + 2^; |2/| < V(a;)}.
The boundary 95 of S consists of the two curves y = Y{x)
y = -Y{x).
DEFINITION. — For z G <S, we put
1 />00
S{z) = - \ Gs{z^
7r

J —oo

where Gs( , ) is the Green's function for S.
4.1. LEMMA. — For -Y{xo) ^ y ^ Y(xo),

.^.^.
S{xo + iy) ^ ^r^o)
sin a

where

,

V3

a = arctan ——
47T(7

with a = 125 (see (17)).

Proof. — Fixing XQ, we see by Lemma 3.1 that the whole strip <?
is contained between 4 rays, of slopes =L27ra, going out from the points
P = XQ + iY(xo) and P = a;o - ^(^o) (look at figure 3). An easy
calculation shows that the 4 rays in question are tangent to the branches
of the hyperbola
(32)

y 2 - 1 6 7 ^ 2 ^ _ ^ ) 2 = 4(Y(xo))2
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passing through the points Q = XQ + 2iY{xo) and Q = XQ — 2iY(xQ). The
strip «S is therefore included in the region 7^ lying between the two branches
of that hyperbola, so if Gu{ ? ) denotes the Green's function for 7^,
(33)

Gs{z,t) ^ Gn(z,t),

z<ES,teR.

The asymptotes to the hyperbola (32) make angles
(34)

,
v'3
a • = arctan
47TO"

Fig. 3.
with the vertical. The linear transformation
(35)

w

zcosa
{z - xo)
^Y(xo)

takes 7^ conformally onto the region 8 of the w-plane bounded by the two
branches of the hyperbola
cos2 a

sin2 a

(we write w = u + iv); this mapping takes the .r-axis of the z plane
to the i;-axis, and the vertical segment joining Q and Q to the interval
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[— cos a, cos a] of the it-axis. For —Y(xo) ^ y < Y(xo) we therefore have,
by (33) and (35),
F Gs(xo+iy,t)dt
7-00

(36)

^

^^1 /°° Ge(u,i
'£(u^w)dv
cos a J_^

with — cos a < u < cos a, G^( 5 ) being the Green^s function for £.
A conformal mapping of {5R^ > 0} onto £ is available, making it
possible for us to express Gs( , ) in terms of the (known) Green's function
for the right half plane. In terms of the parameter a given by (34), we put
(37)

7T-2a

p =

7T

then our mapping is given by
(38)

C--

=

|(^+^)

(composition of ^ —> iC^ with the Joukowski transformation). In this
mapping, points C, = $ > 0 go to the points w of the imaginary w-axis,
where

v = j^-r^
and the points e^ with — — < f3 < — go to the real points n,
— cos a < u < cos a. In terms of $ and /3, we therefore have
^U

Ge(u,iv)

JU

=

log

e^+$
e^-$

for such u and v, making
(39)

/

°°

G^iv)dv

=

v r°°
e^
+$(• | ^+^ p
e^+
d^.
j ^ log ^^

Differentiation shows that for each $ > 0, log|(e^ + 0/(e^ - $)1
attains its maximum on the interval — — < /3 ^ — for f3 = 0. The right
z
z
side of (39) is thus
<

p_r
I/

^

l+<e
+
^-p ^
/•00,
1+$ e-1^,
log
log
T-^
———^
=
^o
1-$
,/0
27o
z
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for the substitution $ —> 1/<^ leaves the second integral unchanged. The
value of that second integral is known, and equal to
TTp

TT tan —
2t

=

TT cot a

(see [II], p. 316). By (39) and (36) we thus have, for -Y(xo) ^ y ^ Y{xo),
F Gs{x^iy^dt
7-oc

<

27ry(a;o)

sin a

which, with the above definition of S(z), gives the lemma.
The argument just made can be applied to yield a useful result, best
stated as a
COROLLARY. — The function S{z) is superharmonic in S and tends
to zero when z tends to any point of 9S.

Proof. — Both parts of the conclusion will follow from the uniform
convergence of the integral f°° Gs(z^ t)dt for z ranging over any compact
subset of<S (sic!).
To verify that uniform convergence, look at (35), (36), (38), (39)
and the uniform estimate for the right side of the last relation. Note
that p < 1 by (37), and that Y(XQ) > 0 is a continuous function of .TO.
Superharmonicity of S(z) is now manifest from that function's definition,
and we see that it is in fact harmonic at the points of S off of the real axis.
In order to deduce the second asserted property of S'(^), suppose that
z —>• ZQ C 9S. Uniform convergence of the integral gives us an A such
that f\t\>A Gs{z'>t)dt < e for z € S and \z — ZQ\ < 1 say. But then by
Harnack there is an M with Gs(z, t) ^ MGs(z, 0) for all z 6 S sufficiently
close to ZQ (and hence bounded away from R!) when —A ^ t ^ A.
Thence, by definition, S(z) ^ (^/Tr) + (2AM/7r)G<s(^, 0) for such z, where
Gs(z, 0) —^ 0 as z —> ZQ. This does it.
Remark. — The reasoning shows that the convergence of S(z) to 0 is
uniform when z 6 S tends to any bounded arc of 9S.
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For the parameter a given by (34) we have
V3

sin a = ——=====
Vl^a2 + 3
with, as we know, a = 125. We bring in another numerical constant.
NOTATION.
^

=

2
-——
sin a

=

2

fl^a2
\ 172
—,— + 1
.
\
3
/

Then the conclusion of Lemma 4.1 reads thus : for z = x + iy € <S,
(40)

S(z) ^ i^Y(x).

In <S, the Riesz mass corresponding to the function
S(z) = (l/7r) f°°^ Gs(z^ t)dt, superharmonic there, is supported on the real
axis, where it has the linear density I/TT. At the same time, the function

i r°°
,ir

z2

\^z\ = log 1 - -.2 dt
^7!- JQ
Jo
t
is subharmonic in the whole plane, and its Riesz mass, also supported on
R, has by inspection the same linear density, but with opposite sign. The
sum
(41)

V{z) = \^z\ + S(z)

is therefore harmonic in <?. According to the last corollary and the remark
following it, V(z) extends continuously up to 95, and
(42)

V(z) = Y(x)

for

z = x ± iY(x) on OS.

Note that by (40) and (41) we have the upper bound
V(z) ^
(1 + i^)Y(x) for z = x + iy € S. To get a lower bound is
easier; we will need
4.2. LEMMA. — -For real x, we have

^ - ^Proof. — Fixing any real XQ^ we get, from Lemma 3.1,
Y(x)

^

Y{xo)/2 for \x - XQ\

^

Y(xo)/^a.
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Since a = 125, 47rcr > 2 (!), and the square Q of side Y(xQ)/27ro' with
centre at XQ and sides parallel to the coordinate axes lies entirely in the
strip <S.
By (41) the function V(z), harmonic in <?, is ^ \Qz\ there and hence
> Y(xo)/4:7r(7 on the horizontal sides of Q. Seen from XQ^ those horizontal
sides have, in Q, harmonic measure 1/2, so, since at any rate V{z) ^ 0 on
9Q, we have V(xo) ^ Y{xo)/87rcr. Done.
COROLLARY. — V(x) ^ F(x)/1287rcr3

for x G R.

Proof. — Refer to (19) near the beginning of §3.
We will need to know more about the behaviour of S(z) near the
points of 9S.
NOTATION. — For z G <9<S, Vz denotes the unit inner normal to 9S at
z, i.e., the unit normal pointing into S.
The reader should refer to figure 4 below; when z is on the curve
y = Y(rr), Vz is opposite in direction to the normal Uz shown in figure 2.
NOTATION. — We write
D^S{z)
for

=

limsup5^^
y^o+
^

z € 95.

(Actually, the directional derivative 9S(z)/9i^z exists at each z G 9«S; that
follows from the ^2 character of 9S (Lemma 3.2) by Kellog's theorem ([12],
p. 361; [13], p. 374), by the harmonicity of S(z) for 0 < y < Y{x) and
for —Y(x) < y < 0, and by S{z) 's vanishing on 9S. For our purposes this
knowledge is not required.)
It is clear that D^^S{z) ^ 0 for z G 9S. What will be crucial for our
construction is an upper bound.
4.3. THEOREM. — At each z e 9S we have
D^S(z)

^

2/
^(l+27^a),
log 7

where K, is the numerical constant specified just before (40), 7 is given by
(29), and (T= 125.
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Proof. — Let us look at a point ZQ = XQ + iY{xo) on the upper part
of 9S. That curve y = Y{x) has at each of its points a radius of curvature
equal to
(^(rQr) 2 ) 3 / 2
IY^)!

1
-

\Y-(x)\-

with the right side ^ y(;r)/7 by (30). According to (29), 7 is much larger
than 47T(T. Therefore, if \x — XQ\ ^ y(o*o)/7, we will have V^) ^ y(a;o)/2
by Lemma 3.1, making the above radius of curvature ^ Y(xQ)/2^/.
Let r be a circle of radius Y(xo)/2^ with centre P outside <?, tangent
to 9«? at 2:0. At any abscissa x of the horizontal diameter of F, the radius of
curvature of <9<S is ^ y(a;o)/27 as we have just seen; that means however,
that 9S can never pass inside r, making that circle's interior disjoint from
S (see second remark following this proof).

Fig. 4.
About P (which is higher than ZQ^ see figure 4) we describe a larger
circle r', of radius y(o*o)/2; the lowest point on F' then lies above the xaxis since the ordinate of ZQ is Y(xo). We denote by A the annulus bounded
by r and F'. The function S{z) is then harmonic in <Sriw4; that intersection
is certainly not empty because ZQ G 9S lies on F.
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It is possible that SnA consists of more than one component; in that
event one of those has ZQ on its boundary and we denote that component
by Q; at least part of the normal vector y^o pointing into S from ZQ lies in
Q. QQ consists of an arc (or arcs) on 9S and of one (or more) on F', lying
in S.
For z on F' (of diameter Y(xo)Y we surely have \x — XQ\ ^ Y(xo)^ so
Y(x) ^ (1 + 27rcr)y(;z'o) by Lemma 3.1. Since S{z) ^ i^Y{x) in S by (40),
we see that
S(z) ^ (1 + 27ra)KY(xo) for

z 6 F' H <?;

this holds in particular on Q^nF'. The other points of QQ are on <9<S where
S(z) = 0. Therefore, taking the function h{z) harmonic in A 3 G with
constant boundary values equal to (1 4- 27ra)KY{xo) on I" and to zero on
r, we have
(42)

S(z) ^ h(z) for

zeG

by the principle of maximum.
However,
(43)

M.)

=

(l+2^.y(.o)log'-pl^y^/27)

for y(.z'o)/27 ^ |^ — P| ^ y(o-o)/2, and the unit normal Vzo to 9<S at ^o
is colinear with the radius of F' passing through ^o. By (42) and (43) we
thus have, for small values > 0 of 2rj^/Y(xo)^

2

«o.(—). ^^{^ . °(^) }
27^(1 + 27ra)
/
——T————^
log 7

=

0(r]2)
+

Y{xo)'

This makes Dy^S{z) < 2^7(1 + 27r<7)/log7 at ^ = 2^0 on the upper curve
of <9<S. The argument for a point on the lower curve of 9S is the same, and
we are done.
Remark 1. — The proof just given shows more than what the theorem
asserts. Write
(45)

L

=

^(1+2^);
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this is a pure number, like /t,7 and a = 125. Then, corresponding to any
e > 0 we have a 6 > 0 independent ofxo such that, for any z on the inner
normal to 9S at ZQ = XQ =L %y(rro) with
|^-^o| < 6Y(xo),
we have

S(z) ^ (1+£)L ^ - ^ o |
This refinement, which will find use in the next §, follows from (42),
(43) and the fact that an open disk of radius Y{xo}/2^ tangent to 9S
from inside S at ZQ lies entirely within S. The last property is verified by
reasoning like that at the beginning of the above proof.
Remark 2. — The statement about 9S involving radius of curvature
and made near the beginning of the last theorem's proof is geometrically
evident and everybody "knows" it, but I have been unable to find a
reference. Here is an easy way to check it.
We are given a circle F of radius 1/k tangent to the C^ curve
y = Y(x) at ZQ, with centre at (a,&), say, and it is assumed that
|y // (a;)|/(l + (VCr)) 2 ) 3 / 2 < k for \x - a\ ^ 1/k. One wishes to show that
the curve never passes inside F, and it is clearly enough to verify that for
the points (x^Y(x)) with \x — a < 1 / k . There is no loss of generality in
taking ZQ = 0 and assuming F to be tangent to the curve from above there,
making b > 0.
Put 6(x) = arctany'^) (with -Tr/2 < 0(x) < Tr/2), and consider
the abscissae x with 0 < a ; < a + - . I n terms of 6(x)^ we have
y"(a;)/(l+(y'(^)) 2 ) 3 / 2 = e\x) cos0(x), so our assumption on Y(x) implies
that sm0{x) — sin 0(0) ^ kx for 0 ^ x < a + - , . The given conditions
K

on r make sin 0(0) = —afc, whence sm0{x) ^ k(x — a) for the x under
consideration and, in terms of Y ' ( x ) ^ Y ' ( x ) ^ k{x — a)/(l — k2 (x — a) 2 ) 1 / 2 .
Thence, since V(0) = 0, (Y^-Vf^^x-a)2 ^ 1/k2 for 0 ^ x < a +

1

Ki

The argument for a — — < x ^ 0 is similar.
K
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5. Formation of a superharmonic majorant.
The curves y = ±Y(x) divide the complex plane into 3 regions : P+,
described shortly before Theorem 3.3 and shown in figure 2, <S, defined at
the beginning of §4 (see figure 3), and
P_ = {z=x+iy, y<-Y{x)}.
The functions U{z), given by (31) for Qz > 0, and S(z), defined at the
beginning of §4, both vanish on the curve y = Y(x}\ S(z) also vanishes for
y = —Y(x). We now put

r-27r(L+l)^), ^eP+,
(46)

G(z) = ^ 5(^), zeS,
[-27r(L+l)U(z), zeV-,

where L is the numerical constant defined by (45). Then G{z) is continuous
everywhere (see the corollary to Lemma 4.1), and we have the
5.1. LEMMA. — G(z) is everywhere superharmonic.
Proof. — G{z) is superharmonic in S by the corollary to Lemma 4.1
and (46), and it is even harmonic in P+ and in P_ by (46) and (31). Since
it is also continuous at the points of 9<?, we need only verify that it has the
mean value property at those points.
Let, wlog, ZQ = XQ + iY(xo}; since then G{zo) = 0 by definition, it
will suffice to show that
(47)

I

G(^o+re^)^ < 0

J—7T

for all sufficiently small r > 0. Verification of this is based on Theorem
3.3 and Remark 1 to Theorem 4.3; it is essentially an exercise in advanced
calculus.
Take new cartesian coordinates with origin at ZQ, one axis pointing
along the tangent to y = Y(x) at ^o, and the other directed along the
outward normal to that curve there. The polar coordinates corresponding
to these new axes are used to estimate the left side of (47). Computations
are actually the same for any orientation of the new coordinate system,
so we give them for the case of a horizontal tangent to 9S at ZQ in order
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l^

y=Y{x)

y=-Y{x)

Fig. 5.
not to confuse the reader with additional symbols. That involves no loss in
generality.
Assuming, then, that Y^xo) = 0, we fix a small {3 > 0 (according to
a specification to be furnished presently), and break up the integral in (47)
as
/./3

(48)

f

-(3

/-7T+/3

+ /
JTT-P

pTT-P

+ /
J(3

p-(3

+ /

1

} G{ZQ + re^)A9.

./-7T+/3J

If r > 0 is small and z = ZQ + re^ lies in S we have, by (46), Remark
1 to Theorem 4.3, and the continuity of Y(x) near a;o,
(49)

G(z) = S{z) ^ (l+£)L-dist(^aS),

where e > 0 is small (with r) and dist(2;,<9<?) denotes the shortest (i.e.,
perpendicular!) distance from z to the curve y = Y(x). Because Y'^xo) = 0,
the intersection of that curve with a disk of small radius r > 0 about ZQ lies
within the two sectors consisting of the points ZQ 4- pe1^ with either \^\ < rj
or \'ff — 7r| ^ r] (and 0 ^ p ^ r), where 77 > 0 is also small with r. This makes
dist(^o4-re^,9<?) = r|sin^|+o(r)
for small r, which, substituted in (49), yields
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G(zo+re^) ^ Lr|sin^| + o(r)

for ZQ + re^ e S with r > 0 small.
Consider now the points ZQ + re^ with —/? ^ i9 ^ /? figuring in
the first integral of (48). If such a point lies in P-(-, we of course have
G(zo + re^) < 0 by (46) and (31). If, however, ZQ + re^ e <S, we have
G{ZQ +re^) ^ Lrsin/?+o(r) by (50); the first integral in (48) is therefore
^ Lr/3smf3-\-o{r).

The same estimate holds for the second integral in (48).
When r > 0 is small, the points ZQ + re^ with -TT + f3 ^ ^ ^ -f3 all
lie in <S, so (50) can be used to estimate G(zo + re^) for such i?. We see in
that way that the fourth integral in (48) is
^ 2Lrcos/3 + o(r).

At the same time, the points ZQ + re^ with f3 ^ ^ ^ TT — f3 lie
in P+, making G(^o + ^e^) = -27r(L + l)?7(^o + ^e^) by (46). Since
U(zo) = 0 and U(z) is Coo near ^o, ^7's partial derivatives at ZQ can be
used to approximate U(zo + re^) for small r. Here, since U(z) vanishes
along 9S and the tangent to that boundary at ZQ is horizontal we have
Ux(zo) = 0. For the same reason, the unit outward normal n^ to QS at ZQ
has the direction of the positive 2/-axis, making Uy(zo) ^ 1/27T by Theorem
3.3. Using these relations, we get U{zo + re1'0) ^
0 < i? < TT, or, in terms of G(^),
G(^o+re" 9 ) ^ - ( L + l ) r s i n ^ + o ( r ) ,

—rsini? + o{r) for
27T

/? < 19 ^ TT -/?.

From this, we find that the third integral in (48) is
^ -2(L+l)rcos^ + o(r).
The estimates just obtained for the four integrals in (48) are now combined,
and that yields the upper bound
—2rcos/3 + 4rL/?sin/? + o(r)
on the integral in (47) when r is small. Taking f3 > 0 small enough at the
beginning to make cos/3 — 2L/3sin/? > 0 will thus ensure (47)'s validity for
all sufficiently small values of r > 0. The lemma is proved.
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The superharmonic function G(z) has been defined by (46) in terms
of Y(x), U(z) and S(z). Y{x) and U(z) were in turn constructed from
H{x) ( Y(x) at the beginning of §3 and U(z) near the end, by (31) ),
while S(z) was formed from y(.z*) at the beginning of §4. H{x), finally,
was constructed from our initial function F(t) near the end of §2. Between
G(z) and the function F(t) from which it originates there holds a relation,
provided by the following
5.2. LEMMA. — We have
Gw

^ ^iSp-il^ - ^+W^.

with the right side interpreted as F{x)/1287ra3 for z = x € R.
Proof. — Denote the right side of the inequality to be proved by
W(z). Then, for z ^ S, say wlog for z € P+, we have by (46) and (31),
G(z) = -27r(L+l)U(z) = 2 7 r ( L + l ) {7rl F ^^dt
- aQz},
z

i j —oo

n

}

with the right side certainly ^ W{z) because H(t) ^ F{t)/4:a by Theorem
2.7 and (17). The desired relation therefore holds for z e P+ and similarly
for z € P-. By continuity, it continues to be valid on 9S.
What remains is the verification of our relation in 5. There,
G{z) = S(z) by (46), so it is enough, by symmetry, to show that
(51)

S(z) > W{z) for

z=x+iy

with

0 ^ y ^ Y(x).

When y = 0, S(z) = S(x) reduces to V(x) which is in turn
^ F(x)/1287ra3 by (41) and the corollary to Lemma 4.2; (51) thus holds
for y = 0. For y = Y{x), S{z) vanishes (continuously) by the corollary to
Lemma 4.1 whereas W(z) ^ G(z) = 0 as we have seen; (51) therefore holds
in this case also. The difference S(z) - W(z) is harmonic in the strip
<S+ = ^=x+iy;

0<y<Y(x)}

by the discussion before and after (41); it is also continuous up to <9<?+
and ^ 0 there, as we have just verified. In order to deduce (51) from this,
a Phragmen-Lindelof argument is needed.
Since S(z) ^ 0 in S we have, at any rate,
(52)

S(z)-W(z) ^ -F{z)

for

z e <S+,
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where

Fw =

(53)

1

/•oo

c^

Fwt

; L^v

-

Taking a large XQ^ we look at the bounded region
<?+(a*o) = [z=x-\-iy\

-XQ < x < XQ, 0 < y < Y(x)}

shown in figure 6.
On (9<?+(a;o)n<9<?+ we know that S(z)-W(z) ^ 0. The rest o{9S^.(xo)
consists of the two vertical segments J(xo)^ J{—Xo) shown in figure 6, and
on them, by (52),
S(z)-W{z) ^ -M(^o),
S(z)-W(z) ^ -M(-^o),

z^J(xo),
zeJ(-xo),

where M(xo) is the supremum of F(z} on J(xo} and M(—a*o) that function^s supremum on J{—Xo).

Fig. 6.
Denote harmonic measure for <?+(rro) by ^xo{
z ' € S^-(xo} we have, by the above relations,
(54)

S(zf)-W(z/)

^

?

)• Then, for

-M(a•o)^o(^o)^/)-M(-a•o)^o(^(-^o)^/);

we will be done if we can show that the right side tends to zero for each
fixed zf when XQ —> oo.
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To estimate M(xo) we take z = XQ 4- iy with 0 ^ y ^ Y(xo) in (53),
and break up the integral occurring there as
1 f r
- /

(55)

7r

r^xo/2^
qjF(f}
+ /
L z/JL(t)

[J\t-xo^xo/2

Jxo/2

,dt.

(t-Xo)2-^y2

}

For large XQ, the fest integral in (55) is
^

const. y

/

°°
-oo

F(t)
——^—7)dt

t

^

const. Y(xo)

+ ^o

by (10). By Lemma 3.1, Y(xo) < V(0) + 27raa;o, so the last expression
is < const. XQ when XQ is large. In the second integral of (55), where t
ranges over [xo/2, 3rco/2], we have F(t) ^ F(0) + 3a*o/4 by (11). This
makes that second integral ^ const. XQ for large XQ, and finally,
F(xQ+iy) ^ const. XQ,

0 ^ y ^ y(rr),

making
(56)

M(a:o) ^ const. .TO

when XQ is large; for M(—a;o) we clearly have the same estimate.
We turn to the examination of ^^(J^o),^') and LJxo{J{— XQ\ z ' )
for a;o tending to oo with z ' fixed. According to Harnack, the asymptotic
behaviour of these quantities for any given z ' is governed by that for the
special case z ' = ib where b = V(0)/2, and it will suffice to work out the
behaviour in that particular situation. For that purpose, one may use a
version of the Ahlfors-Carleman formula for horizontal curvilinear strips
which, for J(a;o), reads as follows :
/

(57)

c^o(J(rro),z&)

^

abs. const. exp

r^o ^ \
-TT /
—— .
JL x
\
Jo
\ )/

Regarding this formula, see pp. 7-8 of [14]; it may be derived from the
more accessible polar version used in proving Lemma 2.4 by taking polar
coordinates with origin at —K on R and making K —> oo.
By Schwarz, we have

a

^0

dx

\2

r0

dx

r0 Y(x)

T^TTy ^ Jo w Jo iT^-

^0
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Here the left side is ~ (loga-o)2 for large XQ, while ^(^/(l +^ 2 ))^ <
oo by (18) and Theorem 2.7. Therefore, TT f^°(l/Y(x))dx ^ c(\ogxo)2 for
large ^0 (with a constant c > 0) and this, substituted in (57), yields
(58)

^xo(J(xo),ib) ^ abs. const. g-^g^o) 2

for XQ tending to oo. The same estimate of course holds for uj^ (J(-xo), ib).
As already noted, ^o(^o),^) and ^(J(-a;o),^) have, for any
fixed z ' e <?+, the same general behaviour when .TO -^ oo. We thus see from
(56), (58) and their analogues for -XQ that the right side of (54) tends, for
any given z ' e <?+, to zero (like .z^e"'00^2 at least) when XQ -^ oo. But
this means that S ( z ' ) - W(z') ^ 0, i.e., that (51) holds in <?+. That is
what we needed to finish proving the lemma, and we are done.
From the preceding two lemmas, we now have, without further ado :
5.3. THEOREM. — Given F{t) satisfying (4), (10) and (11), construct
the function G(z) using (46). Then ^STra3^) is a (Unite!) superharmonic majorant (in the whole complex plane) for
^
I
^W^^
"
^—00 I- '
\
2

i

~~

^^G^ 1)1^1

(this last interpreted as F(x) for z = x € M).
We now specify one more numerical constant.
NOTATION. — With a = 125 and L given by (45), we put
(59)

A

=

5127^a 4 (L+l).

In terms of the constants 7, defined by (29), and ^, specified just before
(40), we have
A

=

5127^ 2/ ^-(1+2^7) + 1\.
Vog7
)

This quantity is very large; computation with a sliderule yields
A w 3.03 x 1027.
5.4. THEOREM. — Iff(t) ^ 0 satisfies (3) and
W

1/(^)-/WI ^ ^ - t l ,

^tcR,
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the function

(61)

1 r°°

1

l^i

-.Lw-^f^ -^

{interpreted as f(x) for z = x C M) has a finite superharmonic majorant in
the complex plane.
Proof. — Consider first the case where £ = 1/2. In that event, we
take M large enough in the formula
F(t)

to make

=

i y00
ir

x

+ max(/(t),M)-M

F(*) ,

.
Liy
71" J-<

i
<

2s

the term 1/4 is added to ensure (4) for F.
The function F{t) satisfies (11) because f(t) does. The conclusion of
Theorem 5.3 therefore holds for this F and the function G{z) constructed
from it. Then, however, I^STTO^G^Z) + M — (1/4) is a finite superharmonic
majorant of (61) (with t = 1/2).
In the general case, form F using f ( t ) / ' 2 £ instead of f{t) and multiply
afterwards by 2£.
From this last result we obtain the
COROLLARY (Theorem of Beurling and Malliavin, 1961). — Let ^>(z)
be entire and of exponential type, with

i

" " ""^-Ml.i. < ».
1+^

2

Then there are entire functions (p{z) ^ 0 of arbitrarily small exponential
type such that ^{x)(p(x) is bounded on R.
Proof. — One can, as in §2 of [5], use Akhiezer's version of the RieszFejer theorem to reduce the general situation to one where |^(.^)| is even
and ^ 1 on R and all the zeros of ^>(z) lie in {^sz < 0} (see [7], p. 556 and
pp. 55-58). Then, however, a result from §4 of [5] (whose proof is sketched
in the appendix to this paper) gives us, for any £ > 0, an f(x) ^ log |^(^)|
satisfying both (3) and (60).
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Theorem 5.4 now guarantees that (61) and a fortiori

1

-/
71

r°°

i^d

^——UogTOIcft-A^I

J-oo I2'

^l

have a finite superharmonic majorant in C. By a known result ([I], pp. 6869 and p. 84, [2], pp. 388-389), this implies the existence of entire functions
(p(z) ^ 0 of exponential type A£ with ^>(x}^p(x) bounded on R. Hence, since
i > 0 is arbitrary, the corollary holds.
Remark. — Under the circumstances arranged for at the beginning
of the corollary's proof, f(x}^ like |^(^)|, will be even; that will then be
the case for the function F(t) formed from / in proving Theorem 5.4, and
thus finally for the superharmonic function G{z) corresponding to that
F figuring in Theorem 5.3. This even superharmonic function G{z) can
already be used to construct a multiplier (p(z) for |^(rc)|.
To see how that is done, look first at the Riesz mass associated with
G(z) which, according to (46) and the discussion around (41), must all be
located on the real axis and on the two curves y = -^Y(x). On the real
axis this mass has constant linear density equal to I/TT, and on the curves
its linear density is at least bounded. The latter observation follows from
Theorem 4.3 and the upper bound 3cr for 9U{z)/Qnz ^ 0 on the curve
y = Y(x) (see end of §3) which is easily checked directly. These properties
permit us to obtain a global Riesz representation for G{z) analogous to the
one for (yjlF)(z) discussed on pp. 376-388 of [2], and, in a sense, simpler
than the latter on account of the evenness of G(z).
In order to get a multiplier y?, one first projects G°s Riesz mass along
circles about 0 from the curves y = -^Y(x) with x > 0 onto the positive
real axis. The total Riesz mass on those curves contained between the
circles \z\ = r and \z\ = r + Ar (in the right half plane) is in other words
transported to the segment [r, r + Ar] of the re-axis. That projected mass
is combined with the original Riesz mass (equal to Ar/Tr) already present
on that segment, and the total mass distribution thus obtained on [0, oo)
is denoted by dy(t).
Write v(t) = f^ ^(r), and let [^(t)] denote the greatest integer ^ v(t).
It suffices to take the entire function (p(z) with
r°°
\og\(p(z)\ = / log
Ja

1

Z2

-?

d[^)],
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where a > 0 is chosen to make i/(a) = 2 (say). Cf. [2], pp. 162-4. The details
of the construction just sketched are left to the reader.

APPENDIX
Let us show how to obtain the result from [5] used in proving the
corollary at the end of the last paragraph.
THEOREM. — Let ^(z), entire, of exponential type, and in modulus
^ 1 on R, have all its zeros in ^sz < 0. Then, given any £ > 0, there is an
f{x) > log \^{x)\ satisfying (3) and (60).
Proof. — For a suitable constant c > 0, cy + log \^>{x -h iy)\ is an
increasing function of y in the upper half plane; this may be verified by
performing logarithmic differentiation on the Hadamard product for ^>(z)
and then taking account of the convergence of ^ ^s^l/Zn) for the zeros Zn
n

of <S>. (That convergence follows in turn from a theorem of Lindelof; see [7],
p. 20.) We may just as well work with e~^cz^(z) instead of ^(z) since both
have the same modulus on the real axis. Changing, then, our notation so as
to have ^>(z) designate the former product, we have the function log |^(^)|,
harmonic for Qz > 0 and an increasing function of y there. It is > 0 in the
upper half plane because \^{x)\ ^ 1 on R, and, being continuous up to the
real axis, has the Poisson representation
(62)

log |^)| = B^ + 1 f ^log^, ^>0,
7T 7_oo

F-^|-

where (wlog) B > 0. See [7], pp. 41-42 and pp. 47-48 - our present
hypothesis implies in particular that

(63,

r !°^. <».
•00 wi^mi

J —00

1

'

r

We now take the smallest function f-\-(x) ^ log |^(a')| with
f^(x')-f^{x) ^ i(x' - x) whenever x ' > x,

x^xeR,

and denote by /_ (a*) the smallest such function with
f-(x') - f-(x) > - ^ ( x ' - x ) whenever a;'> a;,

x'.xeR.
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Putting then
f{x) = max(/+(a;), f-(x)),
it is clear that f(x} satisfies (60) and is ^ log |^(rc)|; we therefore need only
verify (3). That in turn follows if /+(.r) and f-(x) each satisfy (3), and we
show this for /+(a:), the treatment for f-(x) being analogous.
The function f^{x) actually coincides with log|^(.r)| except over
certain disjoint intervals (a/c, bk), where
(64)

U(x) = \og\<S>(ak)\ 4- t(x-ak),

ak < x < bk.

Although it is conceivable that bjc = oo for some A:, that cannot happen
here, for if it did, we would have limsup(log \^>{x)\/x) ^ £ > 0 which
a;—»'oo

is impossible for entire functions ^(z) of exponential type satisfying (63)
(cf. [7], p. 174). Each bk is therefore finite, and we have
(65)

log|^)| = log |^)| + £(bk-ak).
Fixing our attention on any interval (a/c, bk) we put
yk =

2B ^l^^)!'

Since log |^(^ + iy)\ increases with y when y > 0, we get, from (62),
u(bk+iyk) ^ ^log|^(6fc)[ = Byk,
where

(66)

9-2iog|$(
u(z) = i y00 ^^dt,
J

. L — -^

^>0.

But by (65), since log |^(afc)| ^ 0,
i
Vk ^

.

,

25^ ~ a k ) '

Therefore, the harmonic function u(z) given by (66) being positive, we have
u(x + iyk) ^ cyk

for ak ^ x ^ bk

by Harnack, where c is a certain constant > 0 depending only on B and L
In terms of the notation introduced at the beginning of §2, this means that
Yc(\og\^\,x)

^

cyk

=

^Dlog|^(&fc)|
Zu

for

ak^x^bk.
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Thence, in view of (63) and Remark 1 to Lemma 2.4,
bk

^ [ iog|^fc)|^dx

L/
k

1.^2

L

^x

Jak

< °°-

so by (64) and (65),
V- [bk UW .
> /
———dx
/

fc

^

Since /+(.r) = log |^(.r)|
(63) make

/

</a,

1

I

<

oo.

/T.2

^+^

for

x ^ U^A^ &fc),

r° uw ^

/
1
2^
7-oc 1 + ^2

<

the last relation and

°°-

We are done.
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